The Probe Mark Discoloration on Bond Pad and Wafer Storage
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ABSTRACT

In this report, a probe mark discoloration with donut/circle shape was found. The corrosion formed on Aluminum bond pads. The SEM/EDS, TEM/EELS & AES surface techniques were used to identify this corrosion product. All these material analysis results pointed out the role of fluorine to this discoloration. The HAST testing, all the chip samples obtained from wafer center/middle area, were simulated to have been exposed in air for 1 year. HAST test result showed no fluorine source came from the center/middle zones of impact wafers. Another full wafer-level FOSB storage test showed the source of corrosive fluorine came from wafer itself. EDS mapping results, from extreme wafer edge zone, indicated the fluorine element distribution. The mechanism of this novel discoloration was proposed. However, more evidences were necessary for understanding the formation of donut discoloration corrosion.

1. Introduction

In order to obtain semiconductor device electrical performance, the circuit probing (CP) tests were performed by pin probing on bond pad before device package process. The typical bond pad materials are Aluminum (Al) with low content of silicon and copper to improve the resistance of electron migration. The interconnection from aluminum pad surface to external interface frame play a critical role in semiconductor package process. It is well known the Aluminum would form corrosion protective oxide film in oxygen condition. However, in the past three decades, the formation of fluorine (F) corrosive film on aluminum bond pad surface [1,2] and non-stick on pad (NSOP) failure issue that induced broad quality issues concern were reported by some researchers before. [3-7] These corrosive film was found to suffer semiconductor reliability. The early researches indicated two main root causes for these fluorine contained contamination. One is the fluorinated silicone glass (FSG) film could release fluorine into closed spacing, and then contaminate the bond pad surface. [1] The FSG layer is still an important low K dielectric layer used in device process, so the F leakage from FSG layer is still a unavoidable issue in semiconductor dielectric layer process. The second fluorine source is the fluorine embedded on Al pad surface, and the fluorine residue from previous pad etching and cleaning gas. [9] So the fluorine source for contamination divided into two groups, direct F embedded on Al top surface, and the indirect F from FSG layer. Therefore, the wafer storage become an important factor for fluorine contamination. The early F-induced contamination studies focused on the morphology and mechanism to induce corrosion product. No probe mark and electric testing effects were reported before. P. Chang [8] had stated the early probe mark discoloration study of yellow discoloration Al bond pad corrosion. However, the probe mark discoloration had not been fully report yet. [10, 11] In this paper, the donut/circle discoloration corrosion and a compressive study would be present.

In the beginning of this case, the probe mark discoloration was found at the stage of blue tape. All the impacted wafers finished all the CP tests, and stored in the Front Opening Shipping Box (FOSB) for more than two months. There are two types of probe mark discoloration forming on the bonding pad surface. Figure 1 (a) and (c) show these typical circle/donut discoloration optical microscope (OM) photos. The special feature of discoloration morphology is that probe mark is the center of cyclic/donut center. The OM inspection for discoloration corrosion indicated most of the corrosion was cyclic, and only few was donut shaped. Figure 1 (b) show that two touchdown would not induce two discoloration. The size of cyclic discoloration is not constant, however, the largest diameter of a suffered wafer, up to 35 um, is nearly the same. With the help of full wafer dice Auto Vision Inspection (AVI), most of the corrosive dice locate near the wafer edge zone. The worst fail rate would reach up to 15-18% of all the available dice.
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Figure 1: (a) show the typical probe mark discoloration OM image. (b) show the formation of discoloration on Al pad under dual pin touch down. No second discoloration is found. (c) show donut-shaped probe mark discoloration. To clearly show donut shape discoloration, (c) was magnified to 1000X, that is larger than Figure 1 (a) & (b).

2. Experiments and Results

In this study, the samples were checked in plane-view & cross-sectional approaches. The Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images was obtained by 5 KeV electron energy. And the Energy Dispersive Spectrum (EDS) result was obtained by 10 KeV electron energy. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) operated at 200 KeV with Electron Energy Loss Spectrum (EELS). SEM and TEM could get the information of morphology and corresponding EELS analysis for the normal and abnormal locations. Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) is a traditional surface analysis technology for bond pad corrosion case. So AES depth profile results would be included.

Figure 2: (a) is the SEM micrograph of probe mark discoloration corrosion. P1 is the zone of probe mark. P2 is the discoloration zone. P3 is the normal Al pad surface. (b),(c) & (d) the corresponding EDS analysis result of P1 to P3 various zones on Al pad surface. The oxygen element was found for each locations. The Fluorine was only found at the discoloration zones.

Based on the literature review, the various storage conditions would impact corrosion behavior. Highly Accelerated Stress Test (HAST) was applied with test conditions of temperature at 130°C and RH 85% for 21 hours. This test is to simulate all the bond pad exposed in air without Nitrogen Cabinet storage or Moisture Barrier Bag (MBB) storage for 1 year. This test would be helpful to evaluate the impacted dies corrosion behavior. The secondary storage test, full wafer deposited in the regular FOSB, is to identify
the standard FOSB storage effect, and find out the source of F element.

2.1. SEM/EDS Analysis Results

Figure 2 show the top-view SEM photo and corresponding EDS analysis results of various feature locations on Al pad surface. The SEM photo clearly show the boundary of discoloration boundary on Al pad surface. Based on the SEM inspection, the rough size of this discoloration was more than 25 micro meter. The probe mark and corresponding discoloration zone were easily identified. The SEM photo also show various morphology of probe mark surface deformation. According to the EDS results of discoloration zone, the P1 & P2 of Fig. 2(a), where fluorine and oxygen contents are found on the center and middle of circle region. No Fluorine element was detected for normal P3 Al pad surface. The content of fluorine element, 5-6 %, is noted. That is, the probe mark discoloration is a kind of aluminum-fluorine-oxygen corrosion. As for the normal zone, aluminum oxide form on Al pad surface. Since this novel corrosion product has not been fully reported before, the EDS analysis is helpful to improve the key role of fluorine element.

Figure 3 show the OM photo and its corresponding EDS result. P1 to P4 of Figure 3(a) are the various locations of donut-shaped discoloration on Al pad surface. P1 is the probe mark zone. P2 is the cyclic annular zone without discoloration. P3 is the cyclic annular zone with discoloration corrosion. And P4 is the normal Al pad surface. The EDS result clearly indicate fluorine element is only found at the discoloration corrosive zone. No fluorine is found at P1- probe mark, P2- cyclic annular without discoloration, and P4 - normal Al pad surface zones. Based on these donut-shaped discoloration EDS results, the root cause of the discoloration event is due to fluorine contamination. However, due to the basic characteristic of high energy electron stopping power, the X-ray signal of EDS analysis is collected not only from Al pad top surface, but also the larger undersurface bulk volume. The distribution of fluorine element could not be identified by this EDS analysis. TEM and AES are necessary for further identification.

2.2. TEM/EELS Analysis Results

The cross-sectional TEM inspection is helpful to identify the thickness variation of corrosion film. Figure 4 show the full cross sectional TEM inspection photo of discoloration area. The thickness of discoloration corrosion film is just a few nm. Therefore, it could not be clearly identified by Figure 4. The magnified TEM photo indicate the thickness of discoloration film is uniform except for probing mark zone. Figure 5 show the High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) TEM image of discoloration film structure. The HAADF image indicate the thickness of circle shape discoloration is within 5 nm. The corresponding Electron Energy Loss Spectrum (EELS) line scan results show the F & O distribution of this Al-O-F film. The fluorine is found on the top surface of corrosion film. No F & O could deeply penetrate into the Al. Figure 4 show the corrosion film of probe mark is complex. Figure 6 show the high magnification cross-sectional TEM image and its corresponding EELS data of probe mark oxidation. The variation of corrosion film thickness might be up to over 10X. The thicker film formed on probe mark zone is also the AL-O-F compound as other discoloration zone. The EELS fine structure analysis indicate discolored Al₂O₃ spectrum is a combination of

Figure 3: (a) is the OM image of donut-shaped probe mark discoloration. P1 is the zone of probe mark. P2 is the annular zone without discoloration. P3 is the annular zone with discoloration. P4 is the normal Al pad surface. (b), (c), (d) & (e) the corresponding EDS analysis results of various zones on bond pad surface. Fluorine is only found at the cyclic annular discoloration zone.
pure Al₂O₃ with OF₃. That is, the fluorine diffuse into the Aluminum oxide film. F atom form a new bonding to replace O bonding. These new formed Al-O-F must be less protective than original Al₂O₃ film.

2.3. AES Analysis Results

For a long time, the AES analysis is treated as the standard technology for Al pad surface contamination. Figure 7 (b) to (d) show the specific Auger Electron Spectrum (AES) depth profile result of normal/discoloration area of bond pad surface. The AES result indicate the main elements of probe mark and cyclic discoloration area are Al, F, and O. That is the same as previous EDS & EELS results. The AES depth profile results, P1, P2 & P3 of Figure 7, show the discoloration corrosion film is the F element co-existed with AlₓOᵧ. BTW, X-ray Photon Spectrum (XPS) is also an available surface analysis technology for oxidation state of
Al compound. However, due to the X-ray focusing capability limitation, XPS is not used in this bond pad case. The Secondary Ion Mass Spectrum (SIMS) analysis meet the similar limitation.

Two key factors decide the success of this contamination Failure Analysis. The first one is to identify the component of the corrosion product. The second one, sometimes it is more critical in probe testing FAB daily operation, is to find out the corrosion/contamination source, and then to stop this event.

Based on previous material analysis finding, the probe mark discoloration contamination is a special type of Al-F-O corrosion. Since the nature protective Al-O film would automatically form on bond pad top, therefore, the fluorine element play an important role in this corrosion event. Where do the fluorine come from? How do this discoloration develop?

The fluorine induced corrosion on Al bond pad is not an new issue[1,2]. The source of fluorine might come from wafer itself or external environment. The fluorine come from wafer itself is supposed to be the etching residue on Al pad surface.[9] The F-contained etching gas, like CF4, is broadly used in Al pad process loop. The fluorine element is supposed to easily residue on Al pad top surface after etching. Generally speaking, the 5% fluorine residue on Al pad surface is regarded as a safe margin. However, the previous AES depth profile data indicate no fluorine element is found below 1.5mm of top surface on no discoloration area of Al pad. The source of fluorine need to clarify. Therefore, two various storage tests are necessary to find out the fluorine source. The first storage tests, HAST, the dice-level test is a high temperature corrosion accelerated test. The second test, FOSB storage test, is a full wafer-level test under daily standard storage operation. The experiment results show as below:

2.4. HAST Storage Test Result

In order to clarify the effects of long time storage and probing touchdown number on this corrosion. Four groups of various die samples were applied for the HAST. The nine discolored and nine normal dice were the first and secondary groups for HAST. The nine dice, with five and twenty probing touchdowns, set as the third and the forth groups. Therefore, in this HAST, total four groups dice obtained from impacted wafers were tested. The HAST testing preformed at the condition of temperature 130°C and RH 85% for 21 hours. All the dice samples simulated to have exposed in air without N2 cabinet storage or MBB bag storage for 1 year. Table 1 consolidate the result of HAST storage test. The result of group one and two indicate that there is no visual change, by 100% OM inspection, after HAST storage simulation testing. No probe mark discoloration corrosion size increase after HAST. The secondary group data indicate no probe mark discoloration would form. The result of third and four group imply that the heavy deformation on Al pad surface would not automatic induce discoloration corrosion. According to the previous analysis, the fluorine is necessary for the formation of discoloration. The HAST result show no extra fluorine source exist in HAST tested dice.

Table 1: The HAST testing Result. Four various samples were tested. The size of all samples are die level. The discoloration dice show no deterioration after the test. No other tested dice show clear change. In this table, Y means discoloration; and N means no discoloration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samples</td>
<td>Discolored 2 touchdown</td>
<td>Normal 2 touchdown</td>
<td>Normal 5 touchdown</td>
<td>Normal 20 touchdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dice Quantity</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discolored Before</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discolor After</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td>Discolor no deterioration</td>
<td>No Discolor</td>
<td>No Discolor</td>
<td>No Discolor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. FOSB Storage Test Result

Based on the previous HAST result, all these dice were obtained from wafer center or middle area, and no extra fluorine was found. The FOSB storage test preformed for the full wafers deposited in normal FOSB at room temperature. The Ardentec AVI inspection was applied for the tested wafer before FOSB storage testing. Then these wafers, after some storage time, would be viewed by Ardentec standard AVI checking to identify the discoloration behavior on the same Al pad. After 4 weeks’ storage time, obvious variation was found. Figure 8 clearly indicate the variation of two OM photos. The probe mark discoloration would deteriorate in FOSB storage test. That is to say, the fluorine-induced corrosion in the FOSB volume would be continuous. It is a manifest evidence the source of F element enhancing discoloration corrosion is due to the full wafers FOSB storage. The HAST result indicated no extra F was found from wafer center and middle area. Therefore, the source of F element of FOSB test is highly suspected to be the wafer edge or wafer extreme edge area. The EDS mapping was an excellent technology to show the various element distribution of semiconductor top surface. It would be helpful to identify the distribution of fluorine element of abnormal wafer extreme edge area.

Figure 8: show the OM inspection result after FOSB storage test. The original probe mark discoloration is the OM micrograph on the left. After 4 week’s FOSB storage, the size of probe mark discoloration became larger. The right hand side OM photo clearly show this deterioration.

Figure 9 show the EDS mapping result of extreme edge area of discoloration wafer. The EDS data clearly show the distribution of F, Al and other main elements on semiconductor wafer top surface. And the original location of this EDS mapping, the right hand side OM photo of Figure 9, was obtained at the extreme edge of full
wafers. There is a clear boundary between extreme edge, the upper part of OM image, and the internal die area. The fluorine-induced corrosion source is clearly identified from extreme edge of full wafers. It is supposed that the FSG layers exposed to FOSB space would be the F source of this corrosion.

![EDS mapping result of Al pad on the discoloration wafer extreme edge area. The left hand side EDS mapping result show the distribution of F, Al, Si and O. The white circle area of right-hand side OM image shows the location of this EDS area of the wafer.](image)

Figure 9: The EDS mapping result of Al pad on the discoloration wafer extreme edge area. The left hand side EDS mapping result show the distribution of F, Al, Si and O. The white circle area of right-hand side OM image shows the location of this EDS area of the wafer.

The mechanism of this probe mark discoloration was proposed as follow: The CP testing would activate the embed fluorine. The formation of fluorine-contained oxide film induce this special discoloration.

The special point of this novel discoloration is the corrosion morphology with probe mark as its center. Some factors inducing the fluorine activation would spontaneously lead the probe mark as the discoloration cyclic center. In the beginning, the CP probing action would induce a permanent mechanical damage on the Al bond pad surface. This damage produce great deformation and heavy strain on the Al pad top surface, and this deformation and strain region, chemical activated, would be full of dislocation-like defects. The second mechanical effect was that probing test itself would break down the original protective Al-O film, and then create large amount of fresh aluminum surface. Both the mechanical effects would induce extremely active sites on Al pad surface. These would be easily for fluorine to react with Aluminum. The other impact of the probing action is the corresponding electric field potential, built by Circuit Probing test, would have an effect on the surrounding area of probe mark under the voltage/current variations. Under certain temperature, like the temperature of 125ºC setting at CP testing, and humidity, the fluorine contamination would be excited. Here the water is supposed to play an important role, leading to forming of hydrogen and oxygen, and after serial chemical reaction with fluorine, the AlxOyFz compound form. This kind of AlxOyFz compound is the discoloration by OM inspection. The threshold activation energy for all the chemical reactions was limited by electric potential field built by testing program, therefore, electric potential field introduced the circle shape discoloration region centered by probe mark. Figure 10 show the electric potential field distribution build by probing test.

The formation of probe mark discoloration on Al pad surface was not just due to single factor. There are three complex factors to induce this corrosion. The first factor is the sufficient fluorine supply in wafer storage environment. The fluorine might come from bond pad top surface or wafer inter metal dielectric layer. The second one is the environmental condition. The suitable temperature and enough humidity are critical to accelerate the fluorine corrosion reaction. The third factor induce probe mark discoloration formation was the probing touchdown and its sequential current and electric field. According the early study [3], the Al-O-F compound on Al pad surface show different morphology as this corrosion event. No previous report had pointed this Al-O-F compound discoloration morphology with probe mark as its circle center. Therefore, the characteristic of this contamination closely related to electric probing test condition. Then this novel probe marked discoloration need to combine all the above corresponding factors. These factors are materials property, wafer testing/storage environments and probing testing. Figure 11 show this idea.

According to the above mechanism, the formation of probe mark discoloration could stop in some ways. The material itself decide the source of fluorine. Therefore, the content of fluorine embedded on bond pad top surface or the distribution of fluorine on wafer edge is an important index to find the fluorine source. Since in CP and FT daily operation, no fluorine contained chemical materials are used. The CP & FT Fab is better to take them into regular monitor index for future discoloration event.

![Electric potential distribution](image)

Figure 10: The critical CP testing and electrical testing potential field effect on Al bond pad surface.

![Factors to induce bond pad probe mark discoloration](image)

Figure 11: The factors to induce bond pad probe mark discoloration. These critical factors are material property, probing test and environment.

In the previous discoloration mechanism, the formation of donut shaped discoloration corrosion would be a weak point. Since the material analysis of donut discoloration indicate the fluorine...
contained discoloration would only form on the ring zone, and no other discoloration would form on the other Aluminum pad surface. Therefore, the idea, discoloration originally form at probe mark area, and then fluorine diffusion to deteriorate discoloration, would not fully explain the formation of donut-shaped discoloration corrosion film. The EDS analysis result of donut-shaped discoloration imply that no fluorine exist at probe mark area. This impressive result also indicate the probe mark area with heavily deformation and high dislocation density would not spontaneously form corrosive fluorine contained Al-O-F film. The limitation of fluorine supply might be the key factor for this donut-shaped discoloration. There is no enough fluorine to form Al-O-F film on probe mark area, but enough fluorine to form Al-O-F film on annular area of AI top surface. In this system, there are two fluorine source, the embed fluorine and leakage form FSG. It is supposed that the embed fluorine would spontaneously form Al-O-F during CP testing under suitable electric potential activation. The fluorine supply from FSG leakage would be slowly deteriorate the corrosion due to diffusion into spacing is a time consuming process. That is to say, discoloration might be separate into two stages. In the first stage, embed fluorine play the key role in Al-O-F corrosion film formation. As for the second stage, the fluorine accumulation, leakage from FSG, and diffusion to Al-O-F interface play the key role. The secondary stage is a time consuming stage, therefore, storage environment is the controlled factor at this stage. The formation of cyclic discoloration corrosion would be that there is enough embed fluorine on the Al bond pad surface, and following with enough fluorine from FSG layer. As for the donut shaped discoloration, it would be that no enough embed fluorine on bond pad surface, so there is no complete cyclic discoloration formation. The key factor for donut-shaped discoloration formation is the supply of fluorine. No fluorine to react with Al metal. This explain that no Al-O-F film form at probe mark area and the formation of annular corrosion film. The possible root cause for donut discoloration might due to fluorine source complete consumption. However, no experiment would prove this proposal now.

3. Conclusions
- A new donut/circle shaped discoloration on Al bond pad is reported.
- Based on SEM/EDS, TEM/EELS and AES analysis results, the novel discoloration is due to form an Aluminum fluoride-oxide compound. The fluorine plays a key role in the formation of probe mark discoloration.
- With the help of HAST, FOSB storage test, and EDS mapping, the source of fluorine of this case is found.
- Since probe mark is the center of circle for discoloration, the formation of this corrosion is closely relative with the CP electric field.
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